
  

  

Abstract—Previous studies show that the collagen fiber 
architecture is key to the heart valves tissue mechanical 
property. We report a real-time strain mapping approach that 
provides displacement vectors and principal strain directions 
during the mechanical characterization of heart valve tissues.  
The strain maps reported in the current study allows an 
individual to quickly identify the approximate strain imposed 
on a location of the sample.  The result shows that when 
samples are biaxially stretched under 18% strain, less 
anisotropy is observed in both aortic and pulmonary valve 
leaflet samples.  Moreover, when samples are stretched from 
28% to 35%, pulmonary valves leaflet samples exhibits a 
stronger anisotropic effect than aortic valve.  Therefore, a 
higher degree of straightening is required for collagen fibers to 
be fully aligned.  This work provides an easy approach to 
quantify mechanical properties with the corresponding strain 
maps of heart valve tissues and potentially facilitates the 
developments of tissue engineering heart valves. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 Heart valve leaflets are thin, collagenous tissues whose 
anisotropic biomechanical function depends intimately on 
biochemical composition and structure [1]. In states of 
disease, the leaflets can become too stiff or too floppy.  A 
common theme, however, in both stenotic and myxomatous 
disease is disturbance of the fine-tuned structure-function 
relations governing heart valve homeostasis [2].  Toward 
understanding the valves and how best to replace them, 
numerous studies have focused on characterizing their 
mechanical behavior [3-5], microstructural organization [6, 
7], and molecular and cellular level compositions [8-10]. 
However, while their essential anatomic peculiarities have 
been acknowledged for nearly a century [11], heart valve 
leaflets continue to challenge investigators, in particular in 
the context of tissue engineering  [12]. 
 Tissue engineering approaches aim to generate living, 
native-like prosthetics from combinations of cells and 
biodegradable polymer scaffolds [13]. The motivation for 
heart valve tissue engineering is manifold, as current 
mechanical and bioprosthetic replacement heart valves, while 
lifesaving, manifest a host of deficiencies and complications.  
Paramount perhaps are the implications for pediatric patients, 
for whom the lack of growth potential characteristic of 
current non-viable valve replacements mandates periodic 
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reoperation with associated risks of morbidity and mortality 
[14].  Introduced by Shinoka et al. [15], heart valve tissue 
engineering has since invoked the full gamut of available 
technologies, ranging from noninvasively accessible stem 
cells [16] to pulsatile flow loop bioreactors [17].  Indeed, 
while superficially simple, heart valve leaflets are complex 
tissues whose characterization, let alone recapitulation, has 
historically relied on mastery of specialized biochemical 
assays and mechanical test equipment. 
 Hallmarks of heart valve leaflets are their nonlinear, 
anisotropic mechanical response and web-like collagen 
network.  While their prototypical soft tissue stress-strain 
curves—comprised of toe, transition, and linear regions—can 
be obtained by conventional uniaxial tensile testing [18], 
formulation of structural-based constitutive models amenable 
to simulating in situ deformation has traditionally relied on 
biaxial testing [19].  In particular, biaxial tensile testing data 
retain the influence of axial coupling, allowing for more 
precise predictions under generalized loading conditions.  
Biaxial testing devices, however, are generally custom-built 
and significantly more complex than their uniaxial 
counterparts, including computer-coordinated control of two 
loading axes and optical mapping of tissue strains [20].  For 
the heart valve tissue engineer, a relatively simple, 
commercially available biaxial tester could facilitate testing 
and accelerate development. 
 The BioTester 5000 (CellScale Biomaterials Testing, 
Waterloo, Ontario) was introduced in 2008 as a turnkey 
biaxial test system [21].  Designed for testing planar tissues 
and biomaterials under physiologic conditions, the BioTester 
has previously been applied to materials ranging from human 
sclera [22] to annulus fibrosa  [23].  In the current study, a 
BioTester was used to characterize the biaxial mechanical 
response of porcine aortic (AV) and pulmonary valve (PV) 
leaflet tissues, providing a comparison with previously 
reported data, and establishing a basis for future applications.  
 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 In brief, nine porcine hearts from large sows (greater 
than 300 lbs) are obtained from the Nahunta Pork Center 
(Pikeville, NC) immediately after slaughtering and are 
returned to the laboratory within 60 minutes of sacrifice for 
dissection. The AV and PV are dissected from each heart, 
and the leaflets are removed from their respective roots. The 
removal is completed by cutting axially along aorta and 
pulmonary artery toward the heart until the valves are 
reached.  Each leaflet is then stretched out and held taut while 
being cut against the wall of the artery. Each of twelve AV 
and PV leaflet samples (~7-mm!7-mm) are marked 
according to the Cartesian coordinate system: x-axis 
represents the circumferential direction and y-axis represents 
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the radial direction of the heart valve tissues. Three dots are 
marked with a surgical marker after the samples are cut to 
size: one of the dots acting as the origin and the other two 
made to define each axis.  The samples are stored in Hank’s 
Balance Salt Solution (HBSS) for the relaxation. A biaxial 
tissue tester (BioTester 5000, CellScale, Waterloo, Canada), 
equipped with two load cells (500 mN ± 1 mN) for each axis 
of loading, is used for measuring the mechanical properties 
of semilunar heart valve tissue leaflets.  Synchronized time 
lapse video for real-time monitoring and post process 
analysis is provided by the charged-couple device (CCD) 
camera, which acquires images with a pixel resolution of 
1280!960 at an acquisition rate of 15-Hz, with lens focal 
length as 75-mm (Fig. 1a).  A temperature controlled saline 
bath with data logging capability provides a physiological 
environment for testing soft tissue specimen. 
 The specimen mounting method is considered as one of 
the major challenges of biaxial testing [21].  For example, 
artifacts such as suturing procedures usually cause 
discrepancy results due to inconsistent boundary conditions.  
In contrast, BioRakes provides fast and accurate sample 
mounting: each BioRake consists of five tungsten tins used to 
anchor one edge of the specimen [21] (Fig. 1b).  Four rakes 
provide uniform attachment across the edge of the samples 
and evenly distributed loading spanning 4-mm in length on 
each side of the sample.  This unique feature not only assures 
the control of boundary conditions, but also reduces 
significantly the variability between sample sizes. That is, if 
the sample size prepared is larger than 4-mm2, the active 
loading area remains 4-mm!4-mm.  After the sample is 
mounted, the sample is lowered into the HBSS bath that is 
heated to 37°C as in-vivo physiological environment.  The 
heart valve leaflet samples are tested up to 35% strain on 
both axes with a 15 second stretch, a 15 second recovery, 
with no hold time. The imaging tracking and analysis 
software (LabJoy, CellScale, Waterloo, Canada) are used to 
review and analyze images collected during our biaxial 
testing (Fig. 1c). 
 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A.  Mechanical Properties of Heart Valves 
 After averaging over measured stress vs. strain of AV 
and PV leaflets samples under equi-biaxial testing, the result 
is shown in Fig. 2.  The plot shows the correlation between 
the strain and the resulting stress in the circumferential (x-
axis) and radial (y-axis) directions for both AV and PV 
samples. The means±standard deviations biaxial stiffness 
values of AV and PV samples are listed in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, 
three zones are observed: zone 1 is between 0% to 18% strain 
stretching, zone 2 is between 18% to 28% strain stretching, 
and zone 3 is between 28% to 35% strain stretching. The 
difference of the direction-dependent stress vs. strain curves 
in AV and PV samples is mainly due to collagen fibers 
arrangements.  Most of collagen fibers in AV and PV align 
circumferentially, therefore stiffer mechanical property in the 
x-direction is observed.  Since collagen fibers in PV are more 
randomly distributed comparing to that in AV, AV samples 
exhibit stronger anisotropic material behavior than that of PV 
samples.  

 

 
Fig.1. The BioTester is capable of applying physiologically plausible biaxial 
loading states to tissue samples. The tungsten rakes pierce through samples 
and provide evenly distributed loading. This unique feature assures the 
control of loading conditions and significantly reduces the variability 
associated with testing different sample sizes. 

 

B. Mechanical Behaviors and the Relations to the 
Collagen Fiber Microstructures 
 

 In zone 1 (0-18% strain), it is observed that the stiffness 
in the x-direction is more than twice of that in the y-direction 
for AV samples (89.1±4.63 kPa : 33.94±1.37 kPa " 2.6), 
suggesting AV has a slightly anisotropy materials property in 
zone 1.  In contrast, the stiffness is comparable in x- and y-
directions for PV samples (11.31±0.79 kPa : 11.67±0.61 kPa 
" 1), suggesting that PV exhibits isotropic material property 
in zone 1.  It could be due to that randomly distributed 
collagen fibers in PV samples are not fully aligned along with 
the circumferential direction before reaching 18% biaxial 
stretching.  The result also shows that AV samples is more 
than 7 times stiffer than that of PV samples in the x-direction 
(89.1±4.63 kPa : 11.31±0.79 kPa " 7.8), but in the y-
direction, AV samples is only 3 times stiffer than that of PV 
samples (33.94±1.37 kPa : 11.67±0.61 kPa " 3).  It is 
suggested that collagen fibers for AV samples align with the 
circumferential direction sooner than that in the PV samples 
before reaching 18% biaxial stretching. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Mechancial properties for AV and PV tissue samples. A nonlinear 
anisotropic mechanical property is observed in both AV and PV tissue 
samples.  Three zones are observed: zone 1 (0-18% strain), zone 2 (18-28% 
strain), and zone 3 (28-35% strain). 
 
 In zone 2 (18-28% strain), it is observed that the stiffness 
in the x-direction is more than 7 times higher than that in the 
y-direction for both AV and PV samples (825.11±29.19 kPa : 
116.43±4.15 kPa " 7 and 408.23±18.34 kPa : 50.16±2.01 kPa 
" 8, respectively). This finding is comparable to ones 
reported by Lewinsohn et al. via uniaxial tensile testing [3] 
and correlates well with the range of previous mechanical 



  

characterization studies via force-control biaxial testing [24].  
The similar x to y ratio of mechanical property observed in 
zone 2 suggests that the distribution of collagen fibers along 
in the circumferential direction comparing to that along in the 
radial direction is comparable in both AV and PV samples: 
the degree of anisotropy of fiber distribution is similar.  AV 
samples is twice stiffer than that of PV samples 
(825.11±29.19 kPa (AV; x) : 408.23±18.34 kPa (PV; x) " 2 
and 116.43±4.15 kPa (AV; y): 50.16±2.01 kPa " 2 (PV; y)) 
in the both x and y directions, and it is  suggested that 
collagen fibers exhibit similar architectures in the AV and PV 
samples.  However, it is still not clear which intrinsic 
biological characteristic gives rise to the interesting 
microstructure features of collagen fibers reflecting back to 
the measured mechanical property in zone 2. 
 In zone 3 (28-35% strain), it is observed that the stiffness 
in the x-direction is more than four times higher than that in 
the y-direction for AV samples (1577.17±53.69 kPa : 
324.93±9.84 kPa = 4.85), where the x to y ratio is lower than 
that in zone 2 (825.11±29.19 kPa : 116.43±4.15 kPa = 7).  
The decrease x/y ratio of mechanical property in AV samples 
suggests that collagen fibers experience most rearrangement 
and straightening in zone 2 and exhibit a linear elastic 
manner in zone 3.  Different results are observed for PV 
samples and indicate that the stiffness in the x-direction is 
more than 8 times higher than that in the y-direction 
(1457.19±58.1 kPa : 172.44±5.24 kPa " 8.5), and the result 
has the similar x/y ratio as observed in zone 2 (408.23±18.34 
kPa : 50.16±2.01 kPa " 8.13).  It is suggested that collagen 
fibers exhibit higher anisotropy in PV than that in AV in zone 
3.  It could be due to that collagen fibers are highly random 
distributed in the PV leaflets than that in the AV leaflet. 
Therefore, a higher degree of straightening is required for 
collagen fibers to be fully aligned.  The stiffness is similar in 
the x-direction for both AV (1577.17±53.69 kPa) and PV 
samples (1457.19±58.1 kPa), but AV (324.93±9.84 kPa) is 
almost twice stiffer than that of PV (172.44±5.24 kPa) in the 
y-direction.   
 Comparing to the result in zone 1, a almost ten-fold 
increase in the stiffness in the x-direction for AV samples is 
observed (825.11±29.19 kPa (zone 2; x) : 89.1±4.63 kPa 
(zone 1; x) " 9.3), where a substantial increase (~36 times) in 
the stiffness in the x-direction for PV samples is measured 
(408.23±18.34 kPa  (zone 2; x): 11.31±0.79 kPa (zone 1; x) " 
36).  In contrast, only three- and four-fold increase in the 
stiffness in the y-direction for both AV and PV samples is 
observed (116.43±4.15 kPa (AV; zone 2, y): 33.94±1.37 kPa 
(AV; zone 1; y) " 3.43 and 50.16±2.01 kPa  (PV; zone 2, y): 
11.67±0.61 kPa (PV; zone 1, y) " 4, respectively).  The result 
confirms that highly anisotropic materials property in heart 
valve tissues is dominated by the orientation of 
circumferential aligned collagen fibers [7,24,25].  Moreover, 
collagen fibers in PV samples exhibit stronger realignment 
beyond 18% strain and the materials exhibit anisotropically 
rather than isotropically as ones observed in zone 1.  
 Comparing the ratios in zone 2 (825.11±29.19 kPa (AV; 
x): 408.23±18.34 kPa (PV; x) " 2 and 116.43±4.15 kPa (AV; 
y) : 50.16±2.01 kPa " 2 (PV; y)), the decreased ratio between 
samples in zone 3 is observed.  Moreover, the stiffness of AV 
and PV samples in both x- and y-directions are consistently 
more than twice of ones in zone 2 (1577.17±53.69 kPa (AV; 
zone 3; x): 825.11±29.19 kPa (AV; zone 2; x) " 2, 

324.93±9.84 kPa (AV; zone 3; y): 116.43±4.15 kPa (AV; 
zone 2; y) " 2.8, 1457.19±58.1 kPa (PV; zone 3; x): 
408.23±18.34 kPa (PV; zone 2; x) " 3.6, and 172.44±5.24 
kPa (PV; zone 3; y) : 50.16±2.01kPa " 3.4 (PV; zone 2; y)), 
suggesting that both AV and PV tissue samples exhibit the 
collagen fiber alignment is saturated when samples are 
stretched above 28% strain.  The consistent higher 
mechanical property in the x-direction for AV samples could 
contribute to the quantity of collagen fibers. The higher 
mechanical property in the y-direction for AV samples could 
be explained by the amount of collagen fibers cross-linking 
[26].   
 
 

 
Figure 3. Corresponding macroscopical appearance of AV and PV samples 
under equibiaxial testing.  Maps of Displacement and principal strain are 
shown at 35% equibiaxial stretching. Collagen bundles are observed in PV 
samples.  Scale bar: 1-mm. 
 
 

C. Real-time strain maps in heart valve tissues 
 

 Corresponding macroscopical appearance of AV and PV 
samples under equibiaxial testing is captured via an 
integrated image analysis module of Biotester.  Motion of 
image features, such as specimen texture, fiducial markers, 
are recorded and used to study localized AV and PV sample 
deformations, strain magnitudes, and principal axes (Fig. 3).  
Relaxed AV and PV samples before the equibiaxial testing 
are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (e), whereas four rakes provide 



  

evenly distributed loading spanning 4 mm in length on each 
side of the sample.  Fig. 3(b) and (f) show that AV and PV 
samples are stretched up to 35% equilbiaxially.  PV leaflets 
are generally thinner than AV leaflets (0.38-mm and 0.56-
mm respectively).  Therefore, under equibiaxial testing, fiber 
bundles parallel to the circumferential direction in the PV 
samples are shown clearly than ones in the AV samples.  
Displacements of tracked points under equibiaxial 35% strain 
are shown in Fig. 3(c) and (g).  The red boxes define the 
reference containing eighty-one points at 0% strain.  The 
yellow dots indicate the locations of eighty-one points when 
samples are biaxially stretched at 35%.  The green tails 
indicate the relative displacements of tracked points from 
ones at previous strain (~32%) strain. The map of principal 
axes for deformed AV and PV samples at 35% equibiaxial 
stretch is showed in Fig. 3(d) and (h).  The principal axes are 
shown in black circles, and they are averaged between 16 
points via the integrated image analysis module.  Color red in 
the map indicates higher value of principal axis, and yellow 
indicates a lower principal axis value. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 The current study provides a simple approach to 
investigate mechanical properties of heart valve tissues with 
the corresponding displacement vectors and principal strain 
maps.  The maps reported in the current study allows an 
individual to quickly identify the approximate strain 
imposed on a location of the sample, as well as to detect any 
potential grip effects that generally cause discrepancy results 
due to inconsistent boundary conditions. From the measured 
stress-strain curves, three zones are observed. In zone 1 (0-
18% strain), AV has a slightly anisotropic material property, 
however, PV exhibits an isotropic material property.  In zone 
2 (18-28% strain), the distribution of collagen fibers along 
the circumferential direction versus that along the radial 
direction is comparable in both AV and PV samples, 
suggesting that collagen fibers exhibit similar arrangements 
in the AV and PV samples.  In zone 3 (28-35% strain), 
collagen fibers exhibit higher anisotropy in PV than that in 
AV. Moreover, the stiffness of AV and PV samples in both 
the circumferential and radial directions are consistently 
two- and three-fold higher than ones in zone 2, suggesting 
that collagen fiber alignment in both AV and PV tissues is 
saturated when samples are stretched above 28% strain. 
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